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abstract: The study is interested in finding out the locational choices of industrial firms in
the manufacturing sector, as well as, the application of discrete choice modeling in
describing how firms decide among alternative locations as final sites for their facility. The
decision moAet is structured as a binary choice model incorporating both objective and
subjective locational factors as explanatory variables. The case stu$y. ysep.data from a
questionnaire survey conducted on several industrial estates with individual locator firms
as respondents.

I. INTRODUCTION

The country, in adopting Philippines 2000 as its vision for delelopment,_seeks to achieve
a newly-industrializing economy by the turn of the century. With this, it hopes to join the
ranks 6f Asia's tiger economies like Singapore, Malaysia and South Korea.

Achieving NIC-hood would mean that the Philippincs groy at a faster rate. One. strategy
that woui-d effect this is shifting from an agricultural to an industrial economy-. This is the

very same strategy adopted by other countiies in the region. In South Korea, for example,
the share of its a[iiculture sector to gross domestic product, or the_total flow of good-s-and

services producel by its economy, dlopped !"1-lO pe^rcent in 1970 to 7 percent in 1992.
Its indusiry's share,'on the otheihand, doubled froi24 percent to 48 percent during the
same period.

The Philippine government under the present administration has drafted the Medium Term
Philippini'Devilopment Plan (MTPDP) for 1993 to 1998, the country's socioeconomic
blueir'int, to embody its aspiraiions for'the coming century. Ole ar-ea pursuedfor in the
plan'is Agri-Induslrial D6velopment as a straiegy-for national growth. Thus,. the
go'rernmenl encourages investmehts in desirable areasof activities especially those. engiged
in manufacturing, piocessing or production. Enterprises of this nature are considered as

pioneer areas of-investments undlr the governmeni's investment promotion policies.

2. STUDY OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY

Discussions on the overall subject of industrial location is merited on several.points. First
there is a need to rationalize the present industrial structure as the country_is gearing up
for the attainment of an NlC-statds by ttre Year 2000. The second is taken from the poiqt
of view of infrastructure developmerit. The national government, as it is, is tied up with
its present budget and it needs all the information it can get in order for it to manage its
meager resources effrciently.

If investments in the areas of manufacturing could be attracted more effectively, there has
to be a clear understanding on the current structure of the manufacturing industry in the
country. This is the particular concern of the study. Its objective is two-fold: it seeks to
examine the'factors that affect industrial locations and the manner by which industrial
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firms decide on the site of their facility.

It does this by considering the location choices that manufactwing firms make. With
constraints in time and finances, there was a need to scope down the study area to a
manageable level. A case study approach was oonsequently adopted with CALABARZON
chosen as the study area.

The study is likewise concerned with the development of an empirical discrete choice mod-
el that wiU aescriUe the locational choices of manufacturing firms in industrial estates. The
particular situation of interest is when these firms choose among several alternative sites
is nnal locations for their facility. The approach taken is to formulate the decision making
behavior of firms as a binary choice situation. Using this formulation, a firm selects be-
tween two distinct choice options: to locate and not to locate.

3. INDUSTRIAL ESTATF^S DEVELOPMENT IN THE PHILIPPINES

The manufacturing industry in the Philippines historically has been concentrated in Manila.
In 1975, some 73 percent of the manufacturing value added and 65 percent of employment
was located in Manila and the sunounding provinces. The only industries with a certain
degree of dispersion are the resource-based food and wood industries. If these industries
wele excluded, the 1975 proportion of manufachring value added of Manila and the
adjacent areas would have risen to 87 percent. This practically means that all
manufacturing indusry, outside of some resource-based industry and some small industry
serving local markets, is based in Manila. The NCR dominated all other regions on gross
value added in manufacturing for the years 1980 to 1990 u/ith a share of 44.7 percent in
1980 which almost remained unchanged for ten years.

The heavy concentration of industry in Manila has arisen for a number of reasons: political,
social and economic. The policies followed during the import zubstitution during the 1950s
and I960s depended on the availability of imported materials and intermediate goods. The
natural location of these industries was near the port of Manila. In addition, the major
consumer market was in Manila. At the same time, the government licensing system that
arose to administer the imported materials was centralized in Manila. Industries in the
regions that relied on domestic resources did not get the same motivation form the
govemment's policies, and consequently, grew slower. The proportion of gross value added
in manufacturing in Manila increased from 50 percent to 64 percent between 1948 and
1961. These pressures were reinforced by the lack of industrial infrastructure in the
regions. The infrastructure problems, in tum, are worsened through natural difficulties
arising from geographic isolation of many areas in the country, with the accompanying
need for more efficient inter-island transport.

The government has been keenly aware of the imbalanced industrial growth and
investments among the different regions of the country. It sought to divert industrial
development into the regions. The main concerns have been to ease the overcrowding in
Manila with its consequent economic and social costs, and to ease the problems of
unemployment and outmigration in the regions.

The problems in Metro Manila with its congested roads and urban slums are obvious, yet
it still attracts more people each year. The most eflicient way, in the long term, to tackle
the problcm of regional disparities is to increasc income and provide infrastructure and key
industrial services, including finance in the already industrializing regions outside Metro
Manila. The key to increasing income lics in industrial investments leading to increasing
manufacturing output and absorbing work force increases that cannot be handled by
increasing agricultural production.
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4. EARLIER STUDIES

Several studies on industrial locational factors have been carried out in the past. These past
studies provided the bases for this study. Although the general purpose of these studies
differ, several essential information can be derived from them. There are two partigular
studies that are precedent to this study: Moran( I 978) and Louis Berger International( 1986).

The study by Moran attempted to,assess the influence of the government's various regional
policies in the 1970s on plant location decisions of some manufacturing firms. These
policies were pursuant to the passage of the Export Incentives Act (R.A 135). The
approach taken was to determine the factors that guided the firms to their present plant
location and assess the subjective views of the entrepreneurs on these various policies.

The Louis Berger Intemational Study, an ADB-funded study, undertook a policy and insti-
tutional review on the planning and management of Industrial Estates and Export Pro-
cessing Zones. In relation to this, the Nationwide Industrial Survey was undertaken by the
National Industrial Estates Program (NIEP) between December 1984 and March 1985. The
respondents of the said survey were firms located in secondary cities of nine regions in the
country.

5. INDUSTRIAL ESTATE LOCATOR SURVEY

The area identilied fior the study is the CALABARZON Region. Figure I shows the
location map of the study area. The area is comprised of the five provinces of Cavite,
Lagunq Batangas, Rizal and Quezon. It covers a land area of 16,299 km' corresponding
to 5.4 percent of the total national land. It is part of Region IV (Southern Tagalog) which
occupies the southern central portion of Luzon. The total population in the area was
estimated at 6,349,000 in l99l accounting for 10.5 percent of the total national population.
Thc arca was chosen for two important reasons: the extent of development in the area and
the future role that it will play.

I'he industrial estate locator survey was conducted in order to obtain information regarding
the current locational choices of manufacturing firms. To achieve this, representatives of
each firms was requested to accomplish a questionnaire form. It was thought at first that
an interview survey would be appropriate. However, it was later realized that securing
individual appointments for each of the respondents will prove to be very difficult. The
only recourse was to distribute the forms and later retrieved them. The difficulty in
securing the responses were due to the fact that the respondents were the top management
personnel in the firms.

Respondents to the survey are persons connected with the firm and has been involved in
making company decisions especially those referring to the choice of its present location.
The sample firm has to be already operating in any one of the IEs in the study area.

The questionnaire has two distinct sections. Section A deals with industry information. The
questions asked in this portion are concerned with determining the characteristics of the
sample. Questions I thru 5 asks about the particular manufacturing activity that the sample
is engaged in. Questions 6 thru 8 asks about the industrial estate where the firm is located
in. The rest of the questions in this section, questions 9 thru I I pose questions on the
operation side of the activity. Items of interest in these questions are the workforce
employed by the firm, the source of its raw materials and its markets. Section B is
concerned with the choice of location of the sample firm.

A total of 2? locational factors were incorporated into the survey: ( I ) Cost of capital, (2)
Estimated revenue, (3) Estimated cost of raw materials, (4) Estimated labor costs, (5)
Estimated transport costs, (6) Travel time to NAIA, (7) Travel time to Port of Manila, (8)
Land-price/ Rentals, (9) Availability of desired labor, (10) Roads, (ll) Water, (12)
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Figure I Location Mep of thc Study Aree
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Sewerage, (13) Waste disposal, (14) Telecommunications, (15) Amenities, (16) Access to
,government/ business services, (17) Availability of transport facilities, (18) Availability of
housing facilities, (19) Proximity to residential centers, (20) Peace and order, (21)
Availability of financial incentives, (22) Geographical location, (23) Climate, (24)
Community attitudes, (25) Convenience, (26) Family influence and (27') Marketing and
promotion.

All of the above factors are measured using ordinal scales. The respondent will be asked
to consider two of its choices: its best and next best options during the time it was making
the decision. These two alternatives af,e evaluated by the respondents on the basis of the
different factors. Factors I thru 8 are measured using the scale as follows: l-Significantly
High, 2-High, 3-Middle, 4-Low, and S-significantly LoY. The rest of the factors are
meiasured uiing the following scale: l-Excellent, 2-Very Satisfactory, 3-Satisfactory, 4-
Good and S-Unsatisfactory.

The objective of the survey was to obtain data that is good enough to develop. and calibrate
a binary choice model to describe the locational choices of firms. After having.found out
that suih a model could be developed, it is recognized that a possible extension of the

study would then be to obtain a statistically representative sample, this time that will be

able to explain the behavior of the population'

Nine industrial estates were contacted as possible survey sites. Out of the nine, o{y -f1v9
agreed to the administration of survey: Ovlrall, about 150 forms_were distributed of which
lE responses were retrieved.'Ihe retrieval rate stands at about 12 percent.

6. SURVEY FINDINGS

Figure 2 shows the distribution of respondents according to !Y!g of industry. Industries
en"gaged in the manufacture of electrical machinery.comprises.the targer portion of the total
rri1p'i". which stands at 38 percent. Wood indusiries comes in second with.l9 percent of
the iotal samples. Chemical^and textile industries have the same share in the number of
samples at 14 percent.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of samples according to the.type of lot, that is, whether the

lot-was bought or leased. Close to 60-percent of the samples bought their lot'

Figure 4 shows the distribution of samples qccoldjLg to the classification of lot, that is,

wf,'ether it is an Export Processing Zoni, a Special Export Pro_cessing Zone or a General
Industry Zone. Almost 80 percent of the sample are special EPZs.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of respondents according-to percent foreign equity. The
figlre shows that more than half of the samples have foreign equity greater than 60
percent.

Figures 6 and 7 shows the distribution of samples according to their source of raw
miterials and the mode used in transporting these raw materials, respectivelV. It can be

observed that a majority of the sampl6s import their raw materials.- This-can-be explained
by the very fact that most of the simples 

-belong 
to the export-orielted industries. -Only

alrout 35 percent of the samples sourCe the raw materials locally. The raw materials are
brought iriL by a combined uie of road and water-based modes of transportation.

Figures 8 shows the distribution of samples according to the location of their respective
mirkets. Almost 90 percent of the sample firms export their products to other countries.
Figure 9 shows the- share of the modes used in transpo(ing the processed products.
Shipping is most widely used, that is 48 percent of the samples utilize such mode. Air
transportation comes in next at 38 percent.
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Figure 2 Distribution of Respondents
According to Type of Industry

Figure 3 Distribution of Respondents
According to Type of Lot
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Figure 4 Distribution of Respondents
According to Classilication of Lot

Figure 5 Distribution of Respondents
According to Percent Foreign Equity
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Figure 7 Distribution of Respondents
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Figure 8 Distribution of Respondents
According to Locetion of Merkets

Figure 9 Distribution of Respondents
According to Mode Used in Transporting Processed Products
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Table I Importance of Locetionel Factors

Factor Rank

Peace and order I

Financial incentives 2

Access to desired labor 3

Access to utilities 4

Access to businesV gov'U social serviccs 5

Land price/ Rentals 6

Availability of local transport facilities 7

Proximity to airport/ harbor 8

Access to markets 9

7. MODELING LOCATIONAL CHOICE

A particular firm who wishes to put up a facility is confronted by several alternative sites.
In making the final choice, that firm carefully evaluates each pr6bable site on the basis of
several locational criteria. Its valuations of these criteria will be subject to the firm's value
judgments and attitude towards each locational criteria, market inf6rmation or perception
on the attributes of the alternatives and its expectations and preferences. The firm wilithen
proceed in striking a trade-offamong these different considelations to finally come up with
the best choice.

Thus, in formulating the decision model to describe the locational choices of firms, several
issues have to be considered. These are the locational factors that affect the manufacturing
firms' decision and the actual choices that these manufacturing firms make?

The approach taken in the study was analyzing the decision-making behavior of firms on
a microscopic level. The unit of observation considered was one individual firm. The
behavior of these firms are further conceptualized as binary choice situations. With this
analytical framework, a firm selects between two distinct choice options: to locate or not
to locate. Different locational factors make up the set of explanatory variables to explain
the observed choices. These factors are measured using ordinal scales.

Figure l0 shows the conceptual framework of analyzing the locational choices of firms.
Generally, a firm considers several probable sites from which it finally chooses the final
location of its facility. Thus, in general, one can look at such situation as a multinomial
choice problem. However, it is hypothesized that the process of selecting the final site can
be brought down to a level where the firm selects between only two choices. That is, the
best and the next best options. The best option is obviously that site where the firm
actually decided to locate in. On the other hand, the next best option refers to that site
where the firm considers to be the second best. Thus, in adopting such a framework, the
decision situation can be formulated into a binary choice problem.

8. DETERJVIINANTS OF INDUSTRIAL LOCATION

In the conduct of the survey, the respondent were made to rank several major factors
according to its level of impo(ance in influencing its decision to locate. Table l- shows the
result of the rankings made by the respondents.
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Acc6s to raw matcrials t0

AvailabiliU housing facilities il

Pcrsonal prefercnces t2

Peace and order was given the most importance among all the other factors. This may be
explained by the fact that a majority of the respondents are located in Cavite where
industrial peace is actively promoted as the main advantage of the region over other sites.
Personal preferences commands the least consideration in firm location decisions.

Correlation analysis was performed on the different explanatory variables in order to
determine which factors possess strong explanatory powers or whether a strong
relationship exists with the observed choice. Table 2 shows the factors with relatively high
correlation coefficients.

Table 2 Correletion Coellicients Against Obsened Choice

Factor Correlation

Coellicient

TTNAIA 0.42029

REVENUE 0.41442

INCENTV 0.3808

ROADS 0.25453

LOTSIZE 0.228n

The above variables make up the set of possible explanatory variables. The variable
TTNAIA refers to the firm's perceived value or advantage of the site with regards to travel
time to the NAIA which is the major airport in the country. This variable could also reflect
the firm's perceived cost in either transporting the raw materials or the finished products.
The variable REVENUE, on the other hand, refers to the firm's perceived value on the
revenue once it chooses to locate in a particular site. INCENTV refers to the firm's
perceived value on the level of financial assistance that its firm is enjoying. ROADS is a
variable that stands for the firm's perceived value on the road facilities of the site. The
variable LOTSIZE is a socioeconomic variable referring to the size of the lot of the sample
firm in terms of hectares of land.

9. MODEL RESULTS

Table 3 shows the estimation results of the best model. The parameters were estimated
using the statistical software SAS. The model specifies three explanatory variables:
REVENUE, TTNAIA and LOTSIZE. One advantage of this particular model is the
inclusion of a socioeconomic variable of the decision maker. The size of the lot is a clear
and good indication of the financial capacity of the firm. Although another socioeconomic
attribute that lvas incorporated in this study is the firm's capitalization in putting up the
facility, however, it did not seem to have a strong correlation against the observed choices.
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The model is significant at the 957o confidence level having a p-value of 0.031. Its
concordant value is high and the various measures of association are close to unity
indicating that a good model.

One informal test for goodness-of-fit is the p2 which is calculated as

p2=1 y8

This index is particularly useful in comparing different models using the exact data. It-is
interpreted mirch like ihe conelation toefficient iJr linear regr-ession calculations for
continuous variables.-Among all the other models tested in the study, this particular model
yielded the highest p2 value-of 0.610 indicating this model to be the best formulation.

10. CONCLUSION

Reinforced by past studies, the different factors were incorporated into the overall
framework ofthi study. They also form the set of possible explanatory variables-to explain
locator choice. From among the set of possible explanatory variables, several variattes
showed a relatively high correlation withchoice. Secondly, the_relative importance of the
factors were determine-d from the results of the industrial estate locator survey. The survey
showed that the locators tend to give a higher importance on the peace and order situation.
Financial incentives come in second in the ranking of factors. Personal preferences are
given the least importance. Finally, the locational choices of manufacturing firms- were
described through ihe application of discrete choice analysis. A binary choice model with
which is able io expliin locator choice was developed. Th9 model specifies firm's
perception on revenu-e and travel time to the airport and lotsize as the socioeconomic
attribute.

Discrcte Choic€ Model m Locational Choiccs of lvlanufachning Firrm in hduslrial Estates: 1229
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Table 3 Model Estimation Results

Variable Paramctcr Estimate

INTERCEPT -24.6095

TTNAIA 5.3362

REVENUE 2.7436

LOTSIZE 0.t 146

Summary statlstics
p-value 0.03 t Concordant 909vo

-2L(c) | 4.548 Discordant 6.lo/o

-2L(p) 5.676 Tied 3.Oo/o

-2[L(c)-L(9)l 8.872 Somers'D 0.848

Rho-Square, p' 0.610 Gamma 0.875

(l)
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II. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

It is recommended that more detailed data gathering be pursued further in order to develop
the model more fully. This can be done with a re-design of the survey questionnaire in
order to collect more precise information on locator choices. Surveys of this dimension
require subsantial amount of time and money. Secondly, after such data can be available,
several other specifications of the model can be explored. This time the model may be able
to describe a bigger population that can be expanded to a national level.

It is recognized that other economic and social factors or policy alfect locator choices.
Therefore further studies on such fields is highly recommended to explain industrial
development in the country. With such considerations, the model may be able to answer
several questions such as the industry's sensitivity to government's economic policies. It
may somehow provide a guide for future policy-making.

Another extension of this study is an in-depth discussion on the transportation demand of
manufacturing industries. With such limited transportation infratructure, there is a need to
rationalize the impact that industrial firms impose on the existing transportation network.
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